
DEEPWATER HORIZON 

CLAIMS CENTER 

APPEAL PANEL DECISION FORM 

I. CLAIMANT AND CLAIM INFORMATION 

Last/Name of Business First 

Claimant Name 

Claimant ID Claim ID 

Claim Type 

Law Firm 

II. DECISION 

Middle 

Select the Compensation Amount set forth in either BP's Final Proposal or the Claimant's Final Proposal as the 
final outcome on the claim and check the appropriate box to signify your decision. 

Compensation Amount $0 

D BP's Final Proposal Risk Transfer Premium .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

Compensation Amount $40,016.87 

1ZJ Claimant's Final Proposal Risk Transfer Premium .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

III. PRIMARY BASIS FOR PANEUST DECI SION 

Please select the primary basis for your decision. You may also write a comment describing the basis for your 
decision. 

D Error in documentation review. 

D Error in calculation. 

D Error in RTP multiplier. 

D Error in Prior Spill-Related Payment Amount. 

IZI No error. 

Comment (optional) 

BP files this appeal alleging 2 points of error following an award in favor of Firstr 
BP alleges the Settlement Program incorrectly classified an entry termed error account as a variable expense 
when these entries should have been characterized as income. - acknowledged this item was improperly 
recorded by its tax preparer as returns and allowances. However, claimant pointed out that the Settlement 
Pro ram re uested and received information on the error account and determined the ent was ro erl 



 

classified as an expense and not an adjustment to revenue.  provided documentation clearly establishing 
these items were expenses paid to vendors by check despite the mis-leading classification by the tax preparer.  
BP also contends that one of the months in claimant's financials had unusually high revenues and this leads to 
the suggestion that some of that revenue must have been earned  in other  months. However, claimant 
demonstrated that the revenue for the particular month in question, while higher than some other months, was 
consistent with many other months. Even if there had been a one month spike, this would not have been 
grounds to overturn the decision of the Settlement Program. Perfect matching is not required. Besides the fact 
that the revenue over the various months was relatively consistent, it should also be noted that claimant even 
kept its books on an accrual basis. The appeal of BP is denied and the award in line with the claimant's final 
proposal is affirmed. 
 

 
 


